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METHOD

CONTRIBUTION

✓ to predict important interacting protein 

between human red blood cells and 

Plasmodium falciparum at the Schizont

Prevention of infectious disease requires

better insight into the molecular crosstalk

between host and parasite. Unfortunately,

experimental identification of host-parasite

protein interaction remains very challenging

and hence the computational prediction

becomes essential (Liu et al., 2014).

Merozoites invasion of the Red Blood Cells

(RBCs) has been identified as an essential

stage crucial to the survival and pathogenesis

of the parasite and a stage in which clinical

manifestation occurs (Wright et al., 2014;

Soyemi et al., 2018). New interest has also

been built to identify and develop vaccines

and drugs that target RBCs invasion because

some proteins and processes needed for

invasion are unique as well as essential to the

parasite (Bhattacharyya and Chakrabarti,

2015). This study, therefore, predicted

important interacting proteins between

human Red Blood Cells and Plasmodium

falciparum merozoites based on RNA-Seq

gene expression profiles (Otto et al., 2010;

Yamagishi et al., 2014) using K-nearest

neighbour supervised machine learning

algorithm. The predicted results were also

validated against computational predictions

from literature with 63% of the result being

consistent with literature and 37% novel to

this study. The important interacting proteins

could be used as drug targets for vaccine

development against the parasite invasion of

the red blood cells

Bipartite Graph of the host-parasite Important interacting Proteins Predicted

Predictions Consistent with Literature

Among the novel predictions in this study is MAL8P1.47 (with uncharacterized function), this

protein seems promising with several interactions made with about seven human proteins. Also,

MAL8P1.149 also having interactions with two other human proteins. Special attention should be

give to this two key proteins among others when taken for experimental validation.

Here, KNN algorithm has been put to use to

elucidate the mechanism of host-parasite protein

interaction between human host and Plasmodium

falciparum. The study was able to capture several

predictions that corroborate with those predicted

from previous studies, and novel host-parasite

proteins interactions were also established. The

important interacting proteins and novel HPPI

predicted are recommended for further experimental

validation for use as drug targets.
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The following important protein interactions were discovered among several others; CSP and Trap-

related proteins of P. falciparum interacted with CAM-1 and CAM-4 proteins of human. Merozoite

surface protein 1 interacted with Coagulation factor III precursor protein, Complement 9 protein and

EGF-containing fibulin-like extracellular matrix protein 1 precursor. Also Erythrocyte binding

antigen-181 interacted with Cluster differentiation 28, Salia binding Ig-like lectin 10 and Junctional

adhesion molecule A. Merozoite surface protein 4 also made clear interaction with

Thrombospondin-1 and several others whose functions are implicated in the invasion process

Novel Predictions in the study

Discussion

From the implementation carried out in this study, sixty-three host-parasite protein interactions were

predicted at the Schizont stage of Plasmodium falciparum and human RBCs. Forty of the sixty-three

host-parasite proteins predicted were consistent with predictions from Literature while twenty-three

of the sixty-three host-parasite proteins predicted are novel
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